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By Dorothy E Robbins

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What began
as an ordinary outing turned into adventure when a Hebrew scholar and his friend coincidentally
meet a rather outgoing stranger. That s when their planned hike in the forest in Maya land takes an
unexpected turn. Soon Art and Lane have teamed up with the interloper, - a man named Claude,
and find more adventure than they bargained for! But isn t that how all real adventures start? This
one begins with a mysterious Mayan vase purchased in a gift shop? And with the clues inside, soon
these new friends are deep into the mysteries of the Maya, their temples and pyramids. Dorothy
Robbins spins a great adventure in a fictionalized Maya land filled with impossible circumstances
and amazing discoveries, where anything can happen along the way. You will never get bored
following Art, Lane and Claude around in Maya land where, in the end, the interloper, Claude,
becomes the star in a surprising episode. Mrs. Robbins writings include both prose and poetry. She
has been published on the web and in many...
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Basically no words to explain. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will gonna read once more again down the road. You are going to like just how
the blogger publish this pdf.
-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM

Completely essential read through book. It normally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. I found out this book from my dad and i advised this
pdf to find out.
-- Madelyn Douglas-- Madelyn Douglas
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